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Abstract. Target based sentiment classification is able to provide more fine grained sen-
timent analysis. In this paper, we propose a similarity based approach for this problem.
Firstly, a new measure of PMI-TFIDF by combining PMI (Pointwise mutual informa-
tion) and TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) is proposed to measure
the association of words for extending related features for a given target. Then Polyno-
mial Kernel (PK) method is applied to get the similarities between a review and the related
features of different targets. The sentiment orientation of a review is determined by com-
paring their similarities with the target based opinion words. The comparisons between
PMI and PMI-TFIDF showed that the extracted features that measured by PMI-TFIDF
have closer association with the targets than the extracted features measured by PMI.
And the association values measured by PMI-TFIDF showed better distinction between
different features. The experiments also demonstrated the effectiveness and validation
of the proposed approach on target based review classification, opinion words extraction,
and target based sentiment classification.
Keywords: Sentiment analysis, Target based, Opinion words extraction, Word similar-
ity

1. Introduction. Sentiment analysis aims to determine the positive and negative atti-
tudes of a writer with respect to some topics in consumer generated media. One of the
most benefits of a sentiment analysis system is the business values that it delivers. Be-
cause so many people use social media, enterprises will understand how about people like
(or dislike) their products and service. And people post things that can be analyzed and
shown to be indicators of their intents (to buy, to complain, or cancel their service, etc.).
This information can be helpful for improving customer service and product quality, can
also be used to identify and act on opportunities.

The early research of sentiment analysis mainly focused on text classification of positive
or negative attitude [1-3]. Based on these pilot studies, follow-up studies considered rating
sentiment on a scale (e.g., from −10 to +10) to capture sentiment intensity [4,5]. As
simply judging the sentiment polarity of a text that is not sufficient for many customer
review analysis, with the in-depth study, researchers begun to commit their efforts for
more fine grained sentiment analysis: feature-level [6-8] or target-dependent [9] sentiment
classification. Feature-level or target-dependent sentiment analysis predicts the sentiment
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orientation related to different review features, which are considered as opinion targets.
In this problem, identifying implicit review features is a big challenge. Many approaches
achieved good performance for identifying explicit review features that appear in reviews.
Representative methods include template extraction based method [8] and association
rule mining based method [10]. However, a lot of review features are implicit in real
customer reviews, so recent studies have focused on mining implicit or hidden sentiment
association in reviews. Du and Tan proposed an iterative reinforcement framework based
on the improved information bottleneck algorithm to detect the implicit review features
and mine the hidden sentiment association in reviews [11]. Jiang et al. proposed to detect
target-dependent features for twitter sentiment classification [9].
Although a review in some domains may contain multiple opinions on more than one

topics, especially for electronic and car product reviews, this situation is rare in some
other domains, such as book reviews. A statistics on a corpus of 4000 Chinese book
reviews [12] (containing 510,650 Chinese characters) shows that there are less than 3%
book reviews contain multiple opinions on more than one topics. From the enterprises’
point of view, they are more concerned about users’ overall evaluation on the different
targets or topics, such as content, price, service for book reviews. So it is necessary to
classify a review according to a certain target, and then identify the sentiment orientation
of this review based on the target that it belongs to.
In this paper, we propose a similarity based approach for target based sentiment clas-

sification. Firstly, a word similarity measure (PMI-TFIDF) is applied to extend related
features for a certain target. Then a polynomial Kernel (PK) in vector-space model is
constructed to get the similarities between a review and the related features of different
targets. The sentiment orientation of a review is determined by comparing their simi-
larities with the target based opinion words. The experiments have demonstrated the
effectiveness and validation of the proposed approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the method

of target based review classification. Section 3 describes the method of target based
sentiment classification. Section 4 presents the experimental setup and results. Section 5
concludes this paper with closing remarks and future directions.

2. Target Based Review Classification. In target based review classification, it is
relatively easier to identify by keyword spotting when the target is a specific thing, such
as “battery life of a camera”. However, when the target is abstract, such as “content of
a book”, it would be difficult to identify because there are numerous expressions for such
a target. Many previous researches restricted target to nouns and noun phrases [7,9,11],
but this way will be not applicable for an abstract target. For example, sentences (1)-(3)
show different means of expressing negative opinion for “the content of a book”.
(1) (Good title, but the content is empty.)
(2) (It is just so-so, not wonderful.)
(3) (Only read two pages and then fell asleep.)
Sentences (4)-(6) show the different meanings of expressing negative opinions on “after-

sales service” in book reviews.
(4) (Delivery is too slow, nearly a month,

without any explanation.)

(5) (I had made a reservation for the book, but did not
get the book, how depressing!)

(6) (Attitude of the operator was extremely bad!)
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As shown in the above examples, it is not easy to classify a review to a relatively abstract
target. Before we determine the positive and negative attitude to a certain target, we
should firstly distinguish reviews relating to a target from others.

From the above examples, we find that although there are many expressions for an
abstract target, some keywords still can be found, including nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.
For example, sentences (1) uses nouns of “ (title)”, “ (content)”; sentences (2) uses
adjectives of “ (just so-so)”, “ (not wonderful)”; sentences (3) uses verbs of

“ (read)”, “ (fell asleep)” to express opinions on “the content of a book”. Sentences
(4) uses nouns of “ (delivery)”, “ (explanation)”; sentences (5) uses nouns of “
(made a reservation)”, sentences (6) uses nouns of “ (operator)” to express opinions
on “after-sales service” in book reviews. If we can get these feature words, we may know
what target a review relates to.

2.1. Extend related features by measuring the association of words. PMI (Point-
wise mutual information) [13] is a measure of association used in information theory. PMI
has been applied in many sentiment analysis methods to measure the association of words,
see Equation (1).

PMI(wi, wj) = log
Pr(wi, wj)

Pr(wi) Pr(wj)
(1)

where Pr(wi, wj) is the probability of a sentence containing word wi and word wj in
corpus, Pr(wi) is the probability of a sentence containing word wi in corpus.

The main problem of PMI for measuring the association of words is that PMI value is
sensitive to corpus size. In a small corpus, different words often get the same PMI value
that is not helpful to distinguish the degree of associations. So we combine TF-IDF with
PMI in our method to evaluate the associations of candidate features and targets.

The TF-IDF weight (term frequency – inverse document frequency) [14] is a numerical
statistic which reflects how important a word is to a document in corpus, see Equations
(2)-(4).

TFij =
nij∑

k

nkj

(2)

where nij is the frequency of word i in document j,
∑
k

nkj is the number of all words in

document j.

IDFi = log
|D|

|d : wi ∈ d|
(3)

where |D| is the number of documents in corpus, |d : wi ∈ d| is the number of documents
containing word wi.

The importance of word i to document j can be weighted by Equation (4).

wij = TFij · IDFi (4)

We combine PMI and TF-IDF to measure the association of words for extending related
features, see Equation (5).

PMI − TFIDF (wi, wj) = log

Pr(wi, wj) ·
∑
K

TFIDF (w
i
, dk) ·

∑
K

TFIDF (wj, dk)

Pr(wi) Pr(wj)
(5)

where
∑
K

TFIDF (wi, dk) is the sum of word i to all documents in corpus. The multipliers

of
∑
K

TFIDF (wi, dk) and
∑
K

TFIDF (wj, dk) add the importance measure of word i and
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word j to all documents in corpus. So it can distinguish words with different degrees of
importance in corpus.
Given a target wi, PMI-TFIDF can get its related features with higher association

values, and this target can be extended by these related features.

2.2. Classifying reviews based on targets. Before we determine the positive and
negative attitude to a certain target, we should firstly distinguish reviews relating to
targets. Based on the measure of PMI-TFIDF, we can get related words with higher
relevance for a target. Then we use Polynomial Kernel (PK) method to get the similarities
between a review and the related features of different targets.
Kernel methods (KMs) are state-of-the-art for solving machine learning problems.

Kernel-based algorithms exploit the information encoded in the inner-product among all
pairs of data items, avoiding explicitly the computation of the feature vector for a given
input. KMs approach the problem by mapping the data into a high dimensional feature
space, where each co-ordinate corresponds to one feature of the data items, transforming
the data into a set of points in a Euclidean space. In that space, a variety of methods can
be used to find relations in the data [15]. In the basic vector-space model, documents are
represented by a matrix D, whose columns are indexed by the documents and rows are
indexed by the terms. The corresponding kernel is given by the inner product between
the feature vectors, see Equations (6) and (7).

K = D′D (6)

k(d1, d2) =< φ(d1), φ(d2) >=
N∑
j=1

tf(tj, d1)tf(tj, d2) (7)

Document d is represented by a row vector, see Equation (8).

φ(d) = (tf(t1, d), tf(tj, d), . . . , tf(tN , d)) ∈ RN (8)

where tf(ti, dj) is the frequency of term i appeared in document j.
A linear transformation is φ(d) = φ(d)×S, where S is an appropriately shaped matrix,

can be set by Equation (9).

S = RP (9)

where R is a term-weight matrix, and is diagonal, whose entire R(i, i) are the weight of
the term i, can be defined by the inverse document frequency idf(t) = ln(l/df(t)) [14], l
is the total number of documents in the corpus, df(t) is the number of documents that
contain the given term. P is a term-document matrix, whose entire P (i, j) are the weight
of the term i in document j.
The new kernel K for this feature space is defined by Equation (10).

K = D′D = (DS)′DS = (DRP )′DRP (10)

For a given kernel k(d1, d2), the derived polynomial kernel is defined by Equation (11).

k(d1, d2) = (k(d1, d2) +m)n (11)

wherem and n are parameters of the polynomial kernel. K records the similarities between
reviews and the related features lists of different targets. By retrieving and comparing
the similarity scores, we can get the target that a review is most likely to belong to.
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3. Target Based Sentiment Classification. After determining the target that a re-
view belongs to, we can further know the emotion that the review may express rather
than positive or negative simply. For example, if we know a review is concerned about
after-sales service of book, we can roughly determine that the possible emotions of this
review may be “happy” or “angry”; if we know a review is concerned about the content
of a book, we can roughly determine that the possible emotions may be “love” or “dis-
gust”. An emotion annotation on a book review corpus [12] also demonstrates this. So
review classification based on target provides a way to look at sentiment in the terms of
emotional categories such as “angry”, “disgust” or “happy”.

Obtaining the opinion words appropriate for a target is important for target based
sentiment classification. For example, the positive opinion words for expressing the target
of “ (content)” of a book may include “ (rich)”, “ (wonderful)”, the negative
opinion words for expressing this target may include “ (redundancy)”, “ (empty)”;
but the positive opinion words for expressing the target of “ (service)” may include
“ (satisfy)”, “ (patient)”, the negative opinion words may include “ (terrible)”,
“ (complaints)”.

In this section, we describe the extraction method of opinion words on different targets.
For a certain target, the extended feature words are the words relating to this feature, in-
cluding the opinion words for expressing this feature. So the problem here is to extract the
opinion words from the extended feature words and identify their sentiment orientation.

3.1. General sentiment lexicons. As the majority of the literature on sentiment anal-
ysis has focused on text written in English, and thus currently, most available sentiment
analysis resources are for the English language, such as GI [16], WordNet-Affect [15], NTU
Sentiment Dictionary [17], SentiWordnet [18]. Hence, it is currently difficult to analyze
opinions written in Chinese. Although Hownet [19] is well used as a resource for the
task of Chinese sentiment classification, Quan and Ren showed that, in Hownet sentiment
lexicon, most of words occur rarely in real use of language [20]. Since a lot of new words
used with high frequency are not included, it is not suitable for sentiment analysis of
Internet resources. Therefore, we use a Chinese emotion corpus developed by Ren lab
(Ren-CECps) [21] for Chinese sentiment classification.

Ren-CECps consists of 1487 blog articles published at the mainstream blog websites.
There are 35,096 sentences, and 878,164 Chinese words contained in this corpus. The
emotional words in this corpus are annotated with emotions included in the set of {expect,
joy, love, surprise, anxiety, sorrow, angry and hate} and emotion intensities (range from
0.1 to 1.0). Based on this corpus, we can get the general sentiment lexicons. The words
with emotions of joy or love are considered as positive opinion words, but the words with
emotions of anxiety, sorrow, angry or hate are considered as negative opinion words.

3.2. Getting target based opinion words and identifying word sentiment orien-
tation. In Section 2.1, we have described PMI-TFIDF for measuring the association of
words for extending related features. In this section, we use PMI-TFIDF to measure the
similarities between each word in the extended feature word list and the general sentiment
lexicons for identifying target based opinion words and word sentiment orientation. See
Equations (12)-(16).

Extended feature word listf = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} (12)

Sentiment lexiconpos = {p1, p2, . . . , pm} (13)

Sentiment lexiconneg = {n1, n2, . . . , nt} (14)
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simpos(fi, Sentiment lexiconpos) =
1

freq(fi)

m∑
j=1

Sim (fi, pj) (15)

where Extended feature word listf in Equation (12) is the extended feature word list for
target t; Sentiment lexiconpos in Equation (13) is the general positive sentiment lexicon
extracted from Ren-CECps; Sentiment lexiconneg in Equation (14) is the general negative
sentiment lexicon extracted from Ren-CECps; simpos(fi, Sentiment lexiconpos) in Equation
(15) is the similarity between feature word fi and the general positive sentiment lexicon,
where Sim (fi, pj) can be obtained by PMI-TFIDF measure, see Equation (5); freq(fi)
is the frequency of feature word fi in the corpus. Then Equation (15) can be rewritten
by Equation (16).

simpos (fi, Sentiment lexiconpos)

=
1

freq(fi)

m∑
j=1

Sim (fi, pj)

=
1

freq(fi)

m∑
j=1

PMI − TFIDF (fi, pj)

=
1

freq(fi)

m∑
j=1

log
Pr (fi, pj)×

∑
k TFIDF (fi, dk)×

∑
k TFIDF (pj, dk)

Pr(fi) Pr(pj)

(16)

By ranking the similarities between feature word fi and the general positive sentiment
lexicon, we can obtain positive opinion word list for target t. In a similar way, we can
also obtain negative opinion word list for feature fi, see Equation (17).

simneg (fi, Sentiment lexiconneg)

=
1

freq(fi)

m∑
j=1

log
Pr (fi, nj)×

∑
k TFIDF (fi, dk)×

∑
k TFIDF (nj, dk)

Pr(fi) Pr(nj)

(17)

Based on the Polynomial Kernel (PK) method, the similarities between reviews and
the opinion word lists (including positive and negative opinion word) can be obtained.
By retrieving and comparing the similarity scores, we can get the sentiment orientation
that a review is most likely to hold.

4. The Experiments.

4.1. Experimental setup. Our experiments take book reviews (in Chinese) as data.
This corpus is collected by tan [12], and it is composed by 4000 reviews on book, containing
510,650 Chinese characters. Each review has two tags: one is target tag, which includes
three types: content, printing and binding quality; the other is sentiment tag, which
includes three types: positive, negative and neutral attitudes.
The text preprocessing is Chinese word segmentation and stop words filtration. We

use ICTCLAS (www.searchforum.org.cn), a Chinese word segmentation package for this
step.
The following two experiments have been conducted:
(1) Review classification based on targets: the reviews are classified based on its target

(content, printing and binding quality). At first, we use the measure of PMI-TFIDF
to extend related feature words by measuring the associations between feature words
and other words to get the related feature word list for the three targets. After that,
Polynomial Kernel method is applied to compute the similarities between a review and
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the related feature word lists of different targets. Then we can get the target that a review
is classified

(2) Review sentiment classification based on targets: the reviews are classified based
on its sentiment orientation (positive, negative, or neutral). We first get the general
opinion word lexicons (including positive and negative) from Ren-CECps. The words are
selected with higher intensity (>=0.7) (Table 4 shows examples of emotion words with
different emotion intensities extracted from Ren-CECps). After that, target based opinion
words are extracted from the extended feature words by comparing their similarities with
the sentiment word lists from a Chinese emotion corpus (Ren-CECps). The sentiment
orientation of a review is determined by Polynomial Kernel (PK) method. By retrieving
and comparing the similarity scores, we can get the sentiment orientation that a review
is most likely to hold.

4.2. The experimental results.

4.2.1. Experimental results of extending related feature words by measuring the association
of words. We first compare the performance of PMI measure and the proposed PMI-
TFIDF measure for extending related words. Given a target word “ (content)”, Table
1 compares its related words measured by PMI and PMI-TFIDF.

The comparisons between PMI and PMI-TFIDF in Table 1 shows that the extracted
features that measured by PMI-TFIDF have closer association with the targets than the
extracted features measured by PMI. In addition, the association values measured by PMI-
TFIDF showed a good distinction between different features. In contrast, the association
values measured by PMI showed a poor distinction. The reason for this can be seen from
the definition of PMI and PMI-TFIDF (see Equations (1) and (5)). In a small corpus,
most words appear only once or twice, that means the probability Pr(t, wi) of a sentence
containing target t and the word wi in this corpus very may be equal to the probability
Pr(wi) of a sentence containing target t in this corpus. In such situation, the value of
PMI would be only determined by Pr(t), so many words will have the same PMI value.

Table 1. Related words of target “ (content)” measured by PMI and PMI-TFIDF
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Table 2. Related words of “ (content)” , “ (service)” and
“ (binding)” with higher PMI-TFIDF value

Table 3. The experimental results of review classification based on targets
by Polynomial Kernel (PK) method

In larger corpus, the effectiveness of PMI would gradually emerge. However, acquiring a
large domain review corpus is a very high demand for some practical applications. So it is
not suitable for the feature extraction task based on a small corpus. We also find that the
related words to the target “ (content)” include nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc., that
extends the scope of related words to a target.
Table 2 gives the related words of target “ (content)”, “ (service)”, “ (bind-

ing)” with higher PMI-TFIDF value.

4.2.2. Experimental results of classifying reviews based on targets. Table 3 shows the ex-
perimental results of review classification based on targets by Polynomial Kernel (PK)
method. The empirical parameters of Polynomial Kernel are set by: c = 0, d = 0.5 (see
Equation (11)). The performances are evaluated by precision measure.
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PMI-TFIDF value is used to control the number of related words of a target. As shown
in Table 3, the highest precision is obtained when the PMI-TFIDF value is above or equal
7.0, which means the results is sensitive to PMI-TFIDF value, and the number of related
words of a target is not the much the better.

4.2.3. Experimental results of target based sentiment classification. To compare the per-
formances of using general sentiment lexicons and using target based opinion word lists
for target based sentiment classification, we first experiment the use of general sentiment
lexicons for this task. Table 4 gives some examples of emotional words with different
emotion intensities extracted from Ren-CECps.

Table 4. Examples of emotion words with different intensities

Table 5. The experimental results of review sentiment classification by
Polynomial Kernel (PK) method on general sentiment lexicons

Table 6. Target based sentiment words of “ (content)” , “ (service)”
and “ (binding)”
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Table 7. The experimental results of review sentiment classification by
Polynomial Kernel (PK) method on target based sentiment lexicons

As shown in Table 5, the higher emotion intensity of opinion words, the higher precision
is. The results demonstrate that the performance of sentiment classification is sensitive
to sentiment lexicon. The factors of emotion intensity of opinion words, the number of
words in sentiment lexicons, and the proportion of positive and negative words can affect
the performance.
Based on these results, the emotion words with intensity value of 1.0 are used as general

Sentiment lexicon in Equation (15) to get target based sentiment words. Table 6 gives
some examples of the positive and negative opinion words of target “ (content)” ,
“ (service)”, “ (binding)” with higher similarities with general sentiment lexicons.
After obtaining the positive and negative opinion word list for target t, we can get the

sentiment orientation that a review is most likely to hold, based on the Polynomial Kernel
(PK) method. Table 7 shows the experimental results of sentiment classification by using
target based sentiment lexicons.
As shown in Table 7, the experimental results of using target based sentiment lexicons

is much higher than using general sentiment lexicons. The precision scores of the targets
on“ (content)”, “ (service)” and “ (binding)”, gained 5.0%, 2.5% and 3.0%
increase respectively, which demonstrates the effectiveness of using target based sentiment
lexicons.
We also find that the precision for the target of “ (content)” is lower than “

(service)” and “ (binding)”. This is because “ (content)” is more abstract than
“ (service)” and “ (binding)”, that is, there are more expressions for such a target.
In contrast, the expressions for “ (service)” and “ (binding)” are relatively less,
so they are easier to be identified.
Conducting an error analysis, we find that the reviews containing negative words, such

as “ (not)”, “ (cannot)” “ (be not)” are difficult to be classified. Negative
expressions in reviews are still an open problem for sentiment analysis because the use of
negation is so flexible in natural language. As an example of sentence (7):

(I do not like this book, and not hate.)
There are two negative words “ (not)” and two opinion words “ (like)” and “
(hate)”, but we still cannot understand what the reviewer’s opinion without more

contexts.
Some other errors are due to the unclear opinions by reviewers, for example of sentence

(8):

(8) (The more I read, the heavier I feel, recommend a
purchase.)
The first sentence of this review expresses a negative opinion, but the second sentence

expresses a positive opinion. The overall opinion of this review may be positive because
we usually think that a review expresses the overall opinion at the end of this review. In
this case, a strategy of adding weight on each sentence of a review (for example, adding
higher weight on the last sentence) may help to recognize its opinion.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work. Internet has dramatically changed the way that
people express their opinions, and has made it possible for a company to find consumer
opinions about its products and those of its competitors by collecting and analyzing the
user-generated content on the Web. Numerous companies have a lot of demands on
sentiment analysis and have been working on it.

Sentiment analysis has traditionally been performed using technology that evaluates
an article by judging its sentiment polarity, which is not sufficient for many customer
review analysis. Target-based sentiment analysis provides more fine grained sentiment
analysis. In this paper, we proposed a new measure of PMI-TFIDF by combining PMI
and TF-IDF to measure the association of words for extending related features for a target.
The comparisons between PMI and PMI-TFIDF showed that the extracted features that
measured by PMI-TFIDF had closer association with the targets than the extracted
features measured by PMI. In addition, the association values measured by PMI-TFIDF
showed better distinction between different features. With the extended feature words,
Polynomial Kernel (PK) method was applied to classify reviews based on targets.

After determining reviews relating to targets, targets based opinion words were ex-
tracted from the extended feature words by comparing their similarities with the opinion
word lists from a Chinese emotion corpus (Ren-CECps). The sentiment orientation of
a review was determined by comparing their similarities with the target based opinion
words. The experimental results demonstrated that the performance of sentiment classi-
fication is sensitive to sentiment lexicons. So the quality of sentiment lexicons can affect
the system performance. The experiments also showed the effectiveness of using target
based sentiment lexicons for this task.

We also find that it is more difficult to classify reviews for abstract targets and the
reviews containing negative words. Therefore, in our future work, we will consider to
improve the current system performance by negation analysis in opinions and weighting
each sentence of a review.

In the future, we plan to apply this method for the problem of feature-level sentiment
analysis. After that, we plan to further extend this method for more applications such as
product ontology construction and product attribute analysis.
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